Speaker profiles
Thursday 13 October 2022
09.00 Paul Gates

Paul is the first paramedic chair of the British Association for Immediate Care, a position he took up in November 2019, prior to
this he had served as the Honorary Secretary. He has been involved in the leadership of the strategic change work of the
Association since it started in 2015. He subsequently led the review of the Association’s educational courses.
Paul is a Consultant Paramedic with the East of England Ambulance NHS Ambulance Service Trust. He has extensive senior
leadership experience in both the NHS Ambulance Service and third sector. Paul is a graduate of the NHS Leadership Academy
Nye Bevan (Director Development) Programme.
A Lead Examiner for the Diploma in Immediate Medical Care of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, Paul is also the
founding chairman and a trustee of BASICS Essex (BEARS).

10.00 Kate Tantam

Kate is a Specialist Sister in ICU in Plymouth. Her role is to support patients, loved ones and staff pre and post ICU discharge.
She is a nurse researcher in rehabilitation after critical illness and the founder of the #Rehablegend campaign. The campaign
shares patient stories to share best practice, improve patient experience, support quality improvement and clinical research and
raise awareness of the importance of rehabilitation for all. Her work was recognised with a Parliamentary Award for care and
compassion in 2019, National Patient Experience Award in 2019 and recently with an award for patient experience by the
Intensive Care society. Her work during 2020/2021 supporting patients with COVID saw her awarded with a British Empire
Medal for services to improve patient experience. She has recently been appointed to the National Rehabilitation Collaborative
as a Deputy chair and is keen to develop national work to support recovery after ICU
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10.30 Alex Cross

Alex is a Consultant in Emergency Medicine and Prehospital Emergency Medicine working in the Emergency Department in
Exeter and as a Trauma and Transfer Consultant and Basics doctor in Cornwall.
She has a background in the Army Reserves and in expeditionary medicine. In December 2020 she was granted a last minute
opportunity to be the doctor to a small team aiming to traverse the Antarctic peninsula on foot. The challenges posed by their
expedition were different to those anticipated and she discusses her reflections on those in terms of both personal resilience and
resilience within teams.

11.30 Harvey Pynn

Harvey’s information and photograph is awaited.

12.00 Connor Calby

Connor’s information and photograph is awaited.

Domonic Parsons

Domonic is a GP partner at the Apples Medical Practice, Sherborne (small semi-rural practice); Somerset Ambulance Doctor Somerset GP 999 support car scheme ; OOH GP - Dorset; Volunteer GP - Festival Medical Services (Glastonbury and Reading
festivals)
Qualified 2003 - Manchester
MRCP (UK) 2006 - worked as medical registrar in both renal medicine and acute medicine before staring GP training.

12.30 Kirsty McQueen
Mornington &
Sarah Atkins

Kirsty was widowed in 2016. Her husband, Carl McQueen was a Doctor who specialised in Emergency and Pre- Hospital
Medicine. Carl completed suicide.
Kirsty works with Sarah Atkins, from the East Anglian Air Ambulance organisation, on The McQueen Charter. This initiative, which
addresses the mental health of employees in this field,
has been inspired by Carl's death, it could ultimately save lives.
Kirsty and Carl had two children together, Eliza and Leo who are magical. She has also developed two mental health issues since
Carl died, these are somewhat less magical. All of them however help her to understand the paramount importance of
effectively addressing ones mental health and wellbeing.
In a previous life Kirsty used to be a critical care nurse and has a Masters in Education of Health Professionals. Today she is a
yoga instructor and a Master reiki practitioner.
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Sarah’s first experience of supporting healthcare professionals through HR, began 12 years ago when she joined the East of
England Ambulance Service. Whilst she was at EEAST she became close friends with a fellow HR Business Partner, Sarah-Jane.
Coincidently it was the week Sarah-Jane died from an overdose that Sarah heard about the death of Dr Carl McQueen. Struck by
an overwhelming sense of grief, Sarah began to consider how the PHEM workplace can and should work to improve its support
of mental health. It would have been highly unlikely Kirsty and Sarah’s paths would have ever crossed where it not for the death
of Carl, but their meeting helped to shape The McQueen Charter and plenty of learning.
Sarah is now Director of People and Culture at East Anglian Air Ambulance, an organisation with a sharp focus on well-being, and
which was voted the UK’s Best Charity to Work For in 2021.
14.00 Stef Cormack

Stef is a paramedic and works for the University of Wolverhampton as a Senior Lecturer and research lead for
Paramedic Science. She previously worked as an operational critical care paramedic with West Midlands Ambulance
Service and Midlands Air Ambulance charity. Before joining the University of Wolverhampton, she was a senior
lecturer in paramedic science at Coventry University, teaching across under-graduate and post-graduate degrees. She
completed her MSc in Health Science at the University of Warwick in 2011, where she continues to contribute as a
visiting lecturer. She has just completed her PhD in Human Factors at Coventry University, researching the nontechnical skills used by paramedics managing an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest to design the Paramedic Out-ofHospital Cardiac Arrest Assessment Tool (POHCAAT).

15.00 TBC

Information and photograph is awaited.

15.30 Tim Nutbeam

Tim Nutbeam is an NHS Emergency Medicine Consultant, the medical lead for the Devon Air Ambulance and a clinical
academic in Emergency Medicine.
He has an honorary Professor role at the University of Plymouth where his MSc programme runs (Prehospital Critical
Care). His research interests include pain, prehospital care, extrication and sepsis.
Tim was one of the original creators of the Sepsis Six and the ‘Red Flag Sepsis’ both are endorsed and recommended
by the UK Royal Colleges and by NHS England, and by NICE in the Guideline on Sepsis published in 2016 (NG51).
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16.00 David Hynd

David is Chief Scientist for Vehicle Safety and Investigations at the Transport research laboratory, leading multi-disciplinary
teams which specialise in the study of road collisions, vehicle roadworthiness, crashworthiness, biomechanics, active safety and
advanced driver assistance technologies, automated vehicles, tertiary safety measures and vehicle development, testing and
research. Prior to this Dr Hynd was the Head of Biomechanics in the Injury Prevention group at TRL. David has led numerous
projects on the mechanisms of injury, human injury tolerance, the development of human surrogates such as crash test
dummies, and the development of crash test procedures and rating schemes

16.30 Karim Brohi

Karim is a Consultant Trauma & Vascular Surgeon at the Royal London Major Trauma Centre, part of Barts Health NHS Trust, and
Director of the London Major Trauma System for NHS England. He is Professor of Trauma Sciences at Queen Mary University of
London where he is director of the Centre for Trauma Sciences, and also lead for the Crisis Prevention, Management & Recovery
Network.

Friday 14 October
09.00 Vicky Thomas
09.30 Natasha day
11.00 Theresa Grey

Vicky’s information and photograph is awaited.
Natasha’s information and photograph is awaited.
Theresa’s information and photograph is awaited.
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11.30 John Ferris

John is a Consultant in Emergency, Pre-hospital & Retrieval Medicine based in the Lake District. His work is split
between Cumbrian emergency medicine departments and as a HEMS Consultant with the Great North Air Ambulance.
He has worked for a number of UK air ambulances including London HEMS and as a retrieval consultant with the
Scottish Emergency Medical Retrieval Service (EMRS). John has worked as an honorary flight surgeon with the
Canadian Space Agency, providing polar expedition medical care and remote advice to training astronauts and
scientists.
John has been a BASICS Doctor for over 15 years, initially in Scotland, and latterly in Keswick. He was a governance
lead & director at BASICS Scotland, chair of the training standards committee at the Faculty of Pre-Hospital Care and
currently clinical lead for the Cumbrian BASICS scheme - BEEP Doctors.

12.00 Catherine Leask
13.30 Simon Scott-Hayward
Hannah Bawden
David Driver

16.15 TBC

A lifelong mountaineer and climber, John is team doctor with Keswick Mountain Rescue Team. Since locating to the
Lakes he has focused on how conventional pre-hospital critical care medicine can be translated and applied in hostile
mountain environments . Most of his more normal colleagues, friends and family are thoroughly fed-up with his often
quoted mantra; “critical care anywhere” as he dashes out of the door to another job.
Catherine’s information and photograph is awaited.
Simon’s information and photograph is awaited.
Hannah’s information and photograph is awaited.

David is a Yorkshire HEMS doctor and Emergency Medicine Consultant
He is passionate about how ‘low cost inventive simulation’ can make training accessible and fun. With a bit of
creativity, and the odd purchase, you can make a highly effective, low cost and easy-to-repair mannequin to practice
even the most challenging cases. From trauma models with broken bones to thoracotomy mannequins, make your
own and save your budget; but more importantly, maximise your opportunities to train Tried and Tested at Airedale
NHS Foundation Trust, Yorkshire Air Ambulance and West Yorkshire Medical Response Scheme.

Information and photograph is awaited.
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